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STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

This action was instituted by the filing of a com-

plaint on April 20th, 1905 (Tr., 383). A second



amended and supplemental complaint was filed on

April 26, 1906. In this second amended and supple-

mental complaint three causes of action for equitable

relief were set up; one the ordinary cause of action to

quiet the title of the appellants as against the appellees

in and to a certain placer mining claim situate on the

right limit of Dome Creek adjoining Creek Claims

Nos. I, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Below Discovery in the Fair-

banks Recording District, District of Alaska, and, being

an association claim covering some one hundred and

sixty acres, located in the names of the appellants. An-

other- cause of action to remove a cloud from appel-

lants' title thereto, in which the entry of the appellants

on the lands in controversy on March 24, 1905, is set

up, the marking of the boundaries thereof in conform-

ity to the statute, the making of a sufficient discovery

of gold thereon on or about the i6th day of April, 1905,

and the recording of a proper certificate of location

on April 17th, 1905; alleging possession and right to

the possession since the said 24th day of March, 1905,

and that the appellees assert and pretend to be the

owners of certain parts of said claim under certain pre-

tended mining locations made by them prior to the

title of the appellants; tnat said assertions are with-

out right and the said claims void, as appellees had

never made a discovery within the boundaries known

as the Dome Group or within the parcels of ground

claimed by them, nor did they or their predecessors

ever mark their boundaries so that they could be dis-



tinctly traced on the ground. Said cause of action fur-

ther sets up the filing of fraudulent notices of location

by the appellees which are a cloud upon the title of

the appellants, and that the claims of the appellants

could not be quieted by one or two actions, but numer-

ous actions would be required to determine the asser-

tions and claims of the appellees, wherein each suit

would determine only the right of the appellants as

to the parties to suit, making great and unnecessary

expense both to appellants and to appellees; that the

claim of title of the appellees could be settled as com-

pletely in this one action as in numerous actions at

law. For a third and supplemental cause of action,

appellants again allege their ownership, possession and

right to the possession of the ground described since

March 24th, 1905, and that the appellees have no inter-

est or right whatsoever therein or in any part thereof;

set up that the appellees, by their servants and agents,

since the 15th day of September, 1905, wrongfully and

unlawfully and without the permission of the appel-

lants entered and trespassed upon certain portions of

the property described and proceeded to remove and

appropriate and convert to their own use the gold and

mineral contained in said land and to cut and remove

the timber therefrom; that the damages resulting to the

appellants from such acts is of such a nature that it is

incapable of computation and adjudication at law, and

it would require a multiplicity of suits at various and

successive times against various parties as to the said



subject matter and founded upon said claim, and at

great cost and expense, and appellants would suffer

irreparable loss and damage by means of repeated and

continuous acts of trespass unless the court restrained

the same. The said cause of action further alleges

the insolvency of the appellees and prays for a tempo-

rary injunction restraining them from doing the acts

complained of. The bill prays that the appellees be

required to set forth the nature of their claims, that

the court determine the same by its decree, and that by

such decree it may be adjudged that the appellees have

no interest or estate whatsoever in the land or premises

or any part thereof; that the cloud cast on the title of

the appellants by the void and pretended notices of lo-

cation of the appellees be removed and the appellees

be required to surrender up the location notices and

other pretended muniments of title for cancellation;

that an account be taken of all gold and gold dust ex-

tracted by the appellees from the ground and judg-

ment recovered against the appellees so extracting the

same for the amount so extracted; prays for a tempo-

rary injunction to prevent appellees or their servants

from mining upon the premises or extracting gold

therefrom, and that appellants be adjudged the owners

in fee of said premises as to all persons save and except

the government of the United States, and that the ap-

pellees be forever enjoined from asserting any claim

against the same, or any part thereof, for costs and

general relief.



To this bill all of the appellees answered, denying

the allegations thereof, except that they all admit that

they assert various claims to certain portions of the

ground in dispute, and set up affirmative answers and

counter-claims relative to the portions of the ground

to which they assert claims, and alleging that when

the Dome Group Association claim of appellants was

located the ground covered thereby was not vacant,

unappropriated ground of the United States, but that

the same was already appropriated and covered by

valid locations made prior thereto, and that appellants

fraudulently trespassed upon the same. The answer

of the appellees Klonos, Havery, Giankas and Mc-

Intyre, setting up further that the location of appel-

lants was void in that it was an attempt to appropriate

by the use of dummy locators more ground than the ap-

pellants were entitled to, all of said answers praying for

affirmative relief in decreeing the titles of the respec-

tive appellees to the portions of the property claimed

by them quieted as against the appellants.

Appellants replied generally, denying all the allega-

tions of these various answers.

Upon the issues thus framed, the case came on to

be heard on the 25th day of April, 1907, before the

Hon. Royal A. Gunnison, Judge of the District Court

of Alaska, for the Third Division. The plaintiffs in-

troduced testimony, both oral and documentary, show-

ing that on the 24th day of March, 1905, when the

ground was vacant and unoccupied, they entered there-
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on and staked the ground so that the boundaries there-

of could be readily traced, made a discovery of gold

in the gravels near bedrock on the 15th day of April,

1905, and recorded a proper notice of location on the

17th day of April, 1905, and that they had been in

possession of the property ever since, and then rested

their case.

In a word, the appellants proved the following facts,

to wit:

That the locators of the Dome Group Association

Claim were J. C. Ridenour, Henry Cook, A. T. Arm-

strong, W. H. Sumner, Y. L. Newton, M. E. Arm-

strong, L. T. Selkirk and A. R. Armstrong. Of these,

Henry Cook and J. C. Ridenour were active in the lo-

cating of the claim and the doing of the necessary work

looking to making a discovery and the marking of the

boundaries of their claim. The other six of the eight

locators were all proven to be existing persons who

had given their respective powers of attorney, in 1900,

to one Captain E. T. Barnette, a resident of the Fair-

banks Recording District, authorizing him to take up

for them and each of them any claims or other land

in Alaska, and to do all things necessary to be done to

acquire the right and title to any mining claims or

lands in Alaska, and to sell or dispose of the same and

to make, execute and deliver deeds of conveyance there-

for (Tr., pp. 307, 322).

Barnette testified that A. R. Armstrong was in Seat-



tie when he left there to come to Fairbanks (Tr., 346) ;

W. H. Sumner, Y. L. Newton, A. T. Armstrong and

M. E. Armstrong he saw in the East the winter preced-

ing the trial (Tr., 359) ; Lucia T. Selkirk he testified

he had known for eight years (Tr., 338), and at the

time of the trial he testified that he was still the agent

of these people, and that the powers of attorney were

unrevoked (Tr., 343).

Some time after receiving these powers of attorney,

Barnette made an arrangement with Cook and Ride-

nour that they should stake an association claim on

Dome Creek, using the names of the other six appel-

lants and including their own. Cook and Ridenour

were to do the necessary marking of the boundaries,

do all that was necessary to make proper discovery,

and put a hole to bedrock, and Barnette was to furnish

the supplies, tools and a boiler. Cook and Ridenour

and all the other locators to each have an eighth inter-

est in the claim (Tr., 350).

It appeared further from the testimony of Ridenour

that he went out and looked over this ground on Dome
Creek in January, 1904, for two or three days; went

there again in the latter part of February, and again

about the fifth or tenth of March. At this time he tes-

tified that he examined the ground carefully to see

whether or not any shafts had been sunk on the ground

inside of the lines proposed to be covered by the Dome
Group Association Claim, and that if there had been

any shafts sunk on the ground prior to the time that
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he had staked the group he would have seen them (Tr.,

296-297. He did testify that there was a little place

about a foot deep and about three feet by six feet, as

near as he could judge, covered up with snow, so that

you couldn't tell where it was when you were walking

over the ground. This was on the lower line down

creek near Five, but that he did not consider that a

shaft (Tr., 329, 330).

That he had never seen anything upon the property

that indicated to him in any way that there ever had

been a shaft sunk upon the property (Tr., 206). That

there were no evidences of any work having been done

thereon save the cabin, which was on One Below Dis-

covery and which Ridenour and Cook entered on the

23rd of March, and where they remained, unmolested

and undisturbed by any person.

Cook had gone out on the ground with him on the

22nd of March, and remained until the morning of the

23rd, when he left and returned to Fairbanks. On the

latter day and on the 24th of March, Ridenour pro-

ceeded to stake the claim in a most substantial fashion,

beginning with an initial stake indicated on the plat

(plaintiffs' Exhibit i), establishing stakes at equal dis-

tances of about 600 or 660 feet apart around the boun-

daries of the claim, some consisting of standing trees,

squared and inscribed, and others of stakes driven into

the ground. On the initial stake he wrote, in lead pen-

cil, a notice claiming 160 acres of placer mining ground

for mining purposes, and placed the names of the ap-



pellants on it as locators (Tr., 157-8, 231), and after-

wards placed a typewritten notice that had been sent

out to him (the blanks in which he filled up with the

courses and distances between the stakes) in the bottom

of a candle box and nailed the box onto this stake (Tr.,

^17, 231).

After placing his initial stake, he set stake number

one in a northerly direction therefrom about 600 feet,

putting the words "Stake No. i, Dome Group Claim,"

thereon, and an arrow pointing to stake number two

and the number of feet to said stake, i. e., "600 feet

to Stake No. 2." This procedure he followed with all

the other stakes, placing each at equal distances from

the others, and inscribing each with the same words,

simply changing the numbering, and also placing on

each an arrow pointing in the direction of the subse-

quent stake. All of this staking is indicated on the

map introduced as plaintififs' Exhibit No. i and iden-

tified by this witness.

The posted notice on the initial stake corresponded

with the location certificate, which was afterwards, on

April 17th, 1905, recorded within the time required by

the Alaskan statute (Tr., 181-2).

While this witness testified that the general surface

of this ground was covered with small timber, he stated

that there were very few places but what you could see

quite a distance (Tr., 295). The lines between these

stakes were afterwards cut out some time in May or

June, 1905 (Tr., 180, 181).
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This witness was corroborated as to the character

of the staking and marking of the boundaries of the

claim by the testimony of R. A. Jackson, a United States

surveyor who was on the ground in June, 1905, to make

a survey of the portions that were in conflict with the

Anderson Association Claim (see plaintiffs' Exhibit i)
;

and testified that at that time he saw stakes numbers 21,

22, 23 and 20 as indicated upon the plat and as sworn

to exist by the testimony of Ridenour (Tr., 117) ; that

he v/as afterwards on the ground in November, 1906,

and found all of the stakes substantially as testified to

by Ridenour excepting stake two, as shown on the

plat, which he could not find, but which he placed at

an equal distance between stakes one and three, as he

found stake three at about 1200 feet from stake one

(Tr., 119, 120). At this time he surveyed the claim

and made the plat introduced in evidence as plaintiffs'

Exhibit I. This plat was designed to and did show

that the stakes indicated therein were placed at the

very points sworn to by Ridenour, who placed the

stakes originally. This witness testified that at this time

he could see from one stake to another very distinctly

(Tr., 127).

After so substantially marking the boundaries of the

claim, Ridenour at once set to work to make a discovery

of mineral thereon, and commenced to sink a shaft

about one hundred and fifty feet up hill and in a north-

easterly direction from the initial stake (see plaintiffs'

Exhibit No. i). He was assisted in sinking this shaft
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by a man named Pete Morrison and afterwards by

Cook, his co-locator, who returned to the ground, and

they worked in this shaft until they reached bedrock

about the i8th or 20th of May. The surface of the

ground on this creek, as well as in the other portions

of the Fairbanks District, is covered with moss, and

underlying this is a formation commonly called "muck"

composed of decayed vegetation and ice and mud. This

muck formation on the ground in controversy extended

some sixty-two feet before the gravels were reached,

and the gravels lay for some sixty-five feet above the

bedrock or channel, lying one hundred and twenty-

seven feet below the surface of the ground (Tr., 193-4)

After going down through sixty-two feet of muck

and through the gravels ten or fifteen feet, Ridenour

testified that he made his first discovery of gold on

the 15th day of April, 1905. That on that day he and

Cook panned and got four or five colors of gold (Tr.,

194-5-6). That afterwards they panned as they went

down the shaft, getting colors constantly, from two or

three to twenty-five to the pan (Tr., 197) . After reach-

ing bedrock they drifted a little up hill and a little

down hill, and they found the bedrock to be dipping

in an easterly direction towards the hill. They quit

work in this shaft about the 7th or 8th of June, and

moved further down the claim to opposite Creek Claim

No. 4 Below, and sunk a shaft there, known as shaft

No. 2, which they put to bedrock in the latter part of

July, 1905 (Tr., 199, 200-1), going through the same
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character of formation—some fifty feet of muck—when

they struck the gravels, seventy-eight feet of which

they had to go through before they touched the bed-

rock (Tr., 202-3). Gold was found in this shaft about

the 15th of July, in the gravels about fifteen or twenty

feet from bedrock, where they found gold in paying

quantities, getting as high as twenty cents to the pan

for something like four or five feet (Tr., 204-5)

.

This witness testified relative to the discovery of gold

in Shaft No. i, that in his judgment from the character

of the material in which he found the gold, and from

the gold itself, he believed that an ordinarily prudent

man would be justified in going ahead in spending

further money and labor on the property with reason-

able chances of developing a paying mine, and that

upon the strength of what he found in that shaft he

went ahead and did the other work testified to upon the

property (Tr., 207-8). That he continued to work

on the ground until April of the following year, 1906,

working more or less continuously, laying off during

January owing to the extreme cold, and only going to

town to get supplies, after putting down the first shaft,

for a few days (Tr., 209, 210, 211).

It appeared further that at the time of the trial the

original locators were all still interested in the claim,

some changes in the amount of their respective inter-

ests having taken place by reason of a transfer of a

portion of the interests of the six locators other than

Cook and Ridenour to the latter (Tr., 324). It also
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appeared that Captain Barnette had no interest in the

location other than an expectancy that the six locators,

for whom he held powers of attorney, would transfer

a half interest therein to him for acting for them in

having the location made. But at the time of the trial

no transfers had been made (Tr., 355-6).

After the close of the testimony of plaintiffs, a mo-

tion was made to strike from the record all the testi-

mony and evidence in the case relating to the perform-

ance of any alleged acts of location of the claim of

plaintiffs subsequent to the 20th day of April, 1905,

the date of commencement of the action (Tr., 383).

Further motions were also made for a non-suit and a

judgment dismissing the plaintiffs' bill for the reason

that plaintiffs had not made out a prima facie case

entitling them to the relief prayed for in their bill

upon various grounds set up in said motions (Tr., 385,

389). The court granted the motion to strike so far

as the defendant Klonos was concerned, and denied it

as to the other defendants (Tr., 393). With regard

to the motions to dismiss, the Court said:

"As to the additional motion for non-suit, for a

dismissal of the case, it is granted on the second

ground, that is, that the plaintiffs have not proved

a prima facie case;

"Mr. McGinn—That is, upon the ground that

we didn't show that the ground was open, vacant

ground at the time we located?

"The Court—Yes, sir" (Tr., 394).



Thereafter, upon a motion made by the plaintiffs

to reopen the case, afterwards abandoned, the follow-

ing took place:

"Mr. McGinn— . . . What we wanted to

know was whether the Court holds that we must

prove that this ground was never located prior to

this time, that there was never a valid location of

this ground before that time.

"The Court—I think so.

"Mr. McGinn—That we will have to prove that

there never was a discovery of gold made upon this

property?

"The Court—That there never was a valid ap-

* propriation of it.

"Mr. McGinn—I do not know whether it would

be possible for us to do that.

"The Court—Had there been no evidence of

staking or location notices and other acts of appro-

priation upon the ground, it might have been pos-

sible that you had gone as far as you need by prov-

ing your staking, discovery and filing of notice; but

I think there is so much evidence of former appro-

priation in, and your pleadings admit it, that you

must show, not under your second cause of action,

but under your first, if you rely upon that, that it

was unappropriated public domain at the time that

you went upon it.

"Mr. McGinn—Your Honor means the whole

of the property, each and every part of it?

"The Court—Yes.
"Mr. McGinn—And your Honor also means by

that that we would have to go to that extent, even if
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there was a staking of the property and notices, of

showing as a negative proposition that there never

was a discovery of gold upon the property?

"The Court— I think so.

"Mr. McGinn (continuing)—Upon any loca-

tion claimed by them? I mean a discovery of gold

upon each location by them?

"The Court—What was that last?

"Mr. McGinn—I want to know whether it will

be incumbent upon us to prove affirmatively the

negative proposition that there never was a discov-

ery of gold made by any of the defendants in this

action upon any of the property claimed by them?

"The Court—If you show failure in any one of

the essentials of a valid location, that will be suf-

ficient "(Tr., 398, 400).

From the judgment dismissing said bill, the appel-

lants prosecute this appeal, and assign the following

errors of the Court thereon:

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS.

I.

The Court erred in granting the defendant John

Klonos' motion to strike from the record all the testi-

mony and evidence in the case relating to the perform-

ance of the acts of location of the Dome Group Claim,

occurring subsequent to the 20th day of April, 1905,

being the date of the commencement of this action.
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II.

The Court erred in granting the motion of the de-

fendant, John Klonos, to strike the testimony given on

behalf of the plaintiffs, all evidence relating to the

marking of the boundaries of the claim subsequent to

the 20th day of April, 1905.

III.

The Court erred in granting the motion of the de-

fendant, John Klonos, to strike from the testimony of

the plaintiffs all evidence tending to show a discovery

of mineral upon the property of the plaintiffs, subse-

quent to the 20th day of April, 1905.

IV.

The Court erred in granting the motion of the de-

fendant, John Klonos, to strike from the testimony of

the plaintiffs all evidence which relates to the marking

of the boundaries of said location of the plaintiffs, or

to making a discovery of mineral thereon, subsequent

to the 20th day of April, 1905.

The Court erred in granting the motion of the de-

fendant, John Klonos, for a non-suit and dismissal of

the case of the plaintiffs on the grounds that the plain-

tiffs had not proved or made out a prima facie case.
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VI.

The Court erred in granting the motion of the de-

fendants, and each of them, for a non-suit upon the

ground that the testimony and evidence in the case

showed that the ground attempted to be included with-

in the Dome Group Claim, or the location as claimed

by plaintiffs, was not vacant, unclaimed, public mineral

ground at the time of the location, or attempted loca-

tion, of the said claims by the plaintiffs, but that th^

same was occupied and possessed by other persons.

VII.

The Court erred in dismissing the case of the plain-

tiffs on the ground that the testimony and evidence in

the case showed that the ground attempted to be in-

cluded within the Dome Group Claim, or the location

as claimed by plaintiffs, was not vacant, unclaimed,

public mineral ground at the time of the location, or

attempted location, of the said claims by the plaintiifs,

but that the same was occupied and possessed by other

persons.

VIII.

The Court erred in rendering and entering a judg-

ment ordering, adjudging and decreeing that plaintiffs'

cause be dismissed.
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IX.

The Court erred in rendering a judgment in favor

of the defendants and against the plaintiffs that the de-

fendants and each of them do have and recover their

costs incurred up to and including the time of the grant-

ing of the motion to dismiss.

X.

The Court erred in adjudging and decreeing that

the plaintiffs' cause be and the same is hereby dismissed

upon the ground that the evidence and proof intro-

duced on behalf of plaintiffs failed to make out a prima

facie case in favor of the plaintiffs, or either of them,

as against the defendants, or either of them, and that

such evidence failed to sustain the allegations of plain-

tiffs' second amended and supplemental complaint.

XL

The Court erred in ordering, adjudging and decree-

ing that the plaintiffs' cause be dismissed, for the rea-

son that the evidence and proof, introduced on behalf

of the plaintiffs, wholly failed to show that such plain-

tiffs, or either of them, was entitled to the relief asked

for in their second amended and supplemental com-

plaint, or any part thereof.

XII.

The Court erred in rendering and entering a judg-

ment dismissing the action of the plaintiffs.
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ARGUMENT.

We take it that as the Court below based its judg-

ment of dismissal upon the second ground set up in the

motions for non-suit interposed by appellees, that we

are limited to a discussion o^ the error involved in

granting the motion on that ground alone, namely, that

appellants did not show in opening that their location

was on vacant unappropriated public land of the

United States.

We shall, therefore, confine ourselves to that propo-

sition.

The question then resolves itself into a simple propo-

sition of what is necessary upon the part of a plaintiff

in a possessory action of this character to show in open-

ing his case. It is the contention of appellants that

all that was necessary on their part was to introduce

sufficient evidence to make out a prima facie case show-

ing that they were in possession under a location in

conformity to the laws of the United States, and that

the burden was then upon the appellees to show any

facts tending to destroy the validity of the location of

appellants. In making out such a case it was only nec-

essary for appellants to show primarily possession, a

discovery, a proper marking of the boundaries of the

claim, and a recording of a proper certificate of loca-

tion, this latter under the Alaskan Code.

There was not one scintilla of evidence that there was

any prior possession of the ground at the time of Ride-
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nour's entry other than some scattered stakes and a

cabin, which Ridenour took possession of and remained

in undisturbed by any one. And it appears uncontra-

dicted that no one was in the actual possession of the

ground at that time. We therefore contend:

1. That appellants having shown possession, dis-

covery, marking of the boundaries and recording, they

presented a prima facie case, and it was not necessary

for them to go further in opening and show that the

land covered by their location had not been appropri-

ated prior thereto.

2. But even if such requirement were necessary, it

sufficiently appears from the evidence of appellants

that the ground was not covered by a valid location

when they entered in that no discovery of mineral

thereon had been made.

I.

APPELLANTS PRESENTED A PRIMA FACIE CASE WHEN
THEY SHOWED POSSESSION, DISCOVERY, MARKING OF

THE BOUNDARIES AND RECORDING OF A PROPER CER-

TIFICATE OF LOCATION.

It is provided by Section 475, Part IV, Carter's

Annotated Codes of Alaska, that

"Any person in possession by himself or his ten-

ant may maintain an action of an equitable nature

against another who claims an estate or interest
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therein adverse to him for the purpose of deter-

mining such claim, estate or interest."

Under this provision, appellants instituted the suit.

And while the amended and supplemental complaint

sets up three causes of action, each of which is sep-

arately stated, yet, we take it, there can be no contra-

diction of the fact that it would not be necessary for

appellants to prove all three causes of action in order

to obtain relief with reference to any one of them,

"Where plaintiffs sue on two causes of action and

there is evidence tending to establish one cause of

action against both defendants, a non-suit is prop-

erly denied, though there is no evidence connecting

one defendant with the second cause of action."

Barfield vs. /. L. Coker & Co., 53 S. E., 171
;

White vs. Wihnington City Ry. Co., 63 Atl., 931.

The first cause of action sets up that the plaintiffs are

In possession and have been in possession since the 24th

day of March, 1905, and that the defendants claim an

estate or interest adverse to them (Tr., 8, 9).

The evidence showed conclusively that appellants

were in possession from the time indicated in their

complaint up to the time of the trial. While it may be

true that the third or supplemental cause of action sets

up that the defendants had trespassed upon portions

of the ground subsequent to the filing of the bill, appel-

lants offered no evidence of this fact and non constat
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at the time of the trial, so far as the evidence showed,

the defendants may have no longer been trespassing

thereon. And appellants may have intended to aban-

don said cause of action. In this respect the appellants

are entitled on appeal to all favorable inferences to be

drawn from the evidence offered on the opening pres-

entation of their case.

"On an appeal from a judgment dismissing a

complaint, every material issue must be resolved in

plaintiffs' favor and the dismissal is erroneous un-

less plaintiffs' evidence precludes the possibility of

recovery or shows some fact fatal to plaintiffs' right

of action or the pleadings present no cause of ac-

tion."

Kennedy vs. fFhite, 86 N. Y. S., 852.

See also

Hoffman House vs. Foote, 65 N. E., 169;

Montgomery vs. Boyd, 79 N. Y. S., 879;

Kramm vs. Stockton Elec. Ry. Co., 86 Pac, 738

;

Tuckett vs. American S. & H. Laundry, 84

Pac, 500.

Actions under Section 475 of the Alaska Code are

possessory actions subject to the rules and principles

governing such actions.

Fulkerson vs. Chisna M. & Imp. Co., 122 Fed.,

782.
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And in possessory actions concerning mining claims

proof of possession of the claim is prima facie evidence

of title.

Patchen vs. Kecley, 19 Nev., 404;

Lebanon M. Co. vs. Cons. Rep. Mountain M.
Co., 6 Colo., 381

;

Sears vs. Taylor, 4 Colo., 38;

Funk vs. Sterrett, 59 Cal., 613;

Horn vs. Jones, 28 Colo., 195, 203.

And to entitle the appellants to the possession and

vest in them a right thereto, but two prerequisites under

the mining laws of the United States were necessary,

namely, a discovery and a marking of the location so

that its boundaries could be readily traced.

"No location of a mining claim shall be made
until the discovery of the vein or lode within the

limits of the claim located. . . ."

Section 2320, R. S. U. S.

"The location must be distinctly marked upon

the ground so that its boundaries can be readily

traced."

Section 2324, R. S. U. S.

Did appellants show this relative to the Dome Group

Association claim?

The evidence shows uncontradicted that the mark-

ing of the boundaries of this claim was done in an un-
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usually careful and substantial manner. And there can

be no question as to the fact of a discovery being shown

in the wash gravels at varying distances from the bed-

rock and at different times (Tr., 197, 199, 200, 201,

207-8). Ridenour testified that he began sinking a

shaft on March 24, and after going through about

sixty-two feet of muck, he struck the gravels, and after

sinking ten or fifteen feet further into the gravels, at a

distance therefrom of from 72 to ']'] feet from the sur-

face, he found the first gold. This was on the 15th day

of April. He and Cook, his co-locator, both panned

in these gravels and found four or five colors of gold

in the first pan, and two or three in the second pan

(Tr., 194-5).

After finding such gold Ridenour felt that as a pru-

dent man he would be justified in going ahead and

spending further money and labor on the property

with reasonable chances of developing a paying mine,

and upon the strength of what he found in this shaft he

went ahead and completed the sinking of this shaft to

bedrock and did the other work upon the property to

which he testified (Tr., 207-8).

But in addition to these prerequisites, Congress, in

legislating for Alaska, provided for the recording of a

certificate of location within ninety days after the date

of discovery of the claim.

Sec. 15, Part III, Carter s Code.

Appellants also complied with this requirement and
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on April 17, after making the discovery of gold shown

on April 15, recorded a proper certificate of location

(Tr., 181-2).

All of these prerequisites of the statute being com-

plied with, the right of possession vested in them.

Erwin vs. Perigo, 93 Fed., 609.

And the record showed they were in the actual pos-

session when the suit was brought.

These facts we contend were a sufficient showing

prima facie to entitle appellants to a denial of the mo-

tions for a non-suit, and to a reservation of their right

to show on rebuttal, after the defendants had put in

their case, that the ground was vacant and unappro-

priated public domain when they entered.

In the case of Goldberg vs. Bruschi, 81 Pac, 23,

which was an action to quiet title to certain mining

claims, the Supreme Court of California say:

"It is true that in an action to quiet title to land

the burden rests upon the plaintiff to show title in

himself, failing which he is not entitled to recover.

(Citing cases.) This rule, however, does not re-

quire that plaintiff shall, in opening his case, show
that the title which the defendant may plead in his

answer is forfeited. Plaintiff may not and often

does not know what the adverse interest of the de-

fendant is against which plaintiff seeks to quiet his

title. How then can he be expected to anticipate

defendant's answer and plead forfeiture? When
the answer came in it was deemed to be denied.
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Of course if plaintiff had shown no title or right of

possession and defendant is in possession, it is im-

material by what right defendant holds possession

and plaintifif can not recover. Defendant's mistake

and the error of the Court probably arose from the

mistaken belief that plaintiff should have shown, as

part of his case, that defendant's pretended title was

invalid, and that he could not do this in rebuttal.

When plaintiff made his proof as he did of citizen-

ship, and that he had made a discovery of gold-

bearing quartz in the land, and had shown a loca-

tion according to the requirements of the law, he es-

tablished his case prima facie, and he was not called

upon to make further proof that the land was un-

occupied mineral land of the United States. It was

shown to be public land and the presumption is that

all public land is unoccupied."

This case we think correctly states the law, and the

fact that Ridenour testified to knowledge of the exist-

ence of some scattered stakes not shown to belong to

any special mining location, and that there was a cabin

on the ground of which he took possession, could not

change or alter this rule of evidence. A few apparent

contradictions in the appellants' case should not de-

prive them of the right to have the facts presented by

them considered as a whole in connection with the evi-

dence produced by the appellees and that of appellants

in rebuttal, where there was any evidence to sustain

their contention presented in opening. Besides, when

Ridenour entered on this ground there was no one in
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the actual possession of the ground. It can not surely

be contended that the existence of these few scattered

Slakes, incidentally brought out on the examination

of this witness, or the existence of this deserted cabin,

constituted such a possession as would prevent appel-

lants from entering on the ground to make a valid loca-

tion. His knowledge that some one else had made an

attempted location is surely immaterial and could not

affect the validity of the location.

If the ruling of the Court that these scattered stakes

and deserted cabin were indications of a valid location,

how is such ruling to be reconciled with the case of

Belk vs. Meagher, 104 U. S., 279, where a certain min-

ing location, i^ad been made in 1864, and more or less

work done thereon by the original locators and their

successors in interest sufficient to hold the claim up to

January i, 1877. In December of the preceding year,

when no one was in occupation of the claim, Belk made

a relocation thereof and did all that he could do to

perfect his rights, conceding the claim was then open

to relocation. He remained in a more or less casual

occupation of the ground until the 21st of February,

1877, making a discovery and working in the ground

at intervals. In February, Meagher came on the

ground peaceably and made a relocation of the claim.

An action in ejectment was brought by Belk, and in

holding that Belk could not sustain his action the Su-

preme Court say:
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"This brings us to the facts of the present case.

No one contends that the defendants effected their

entry and secured their relocation by force. They

knew what Belk had done and what he was doing.

He had no right to the possession and was only on

the land at intervals. There was no enclosure and

he had made no improvements. He apparently ex-

ercised no other acts of ownership after January i

than every explorer of the mineral lands of the

United States does when he goes on them and uses

his pick to search for and examine lodes and veins.

As his attempted location was invalid his rights were

no more than those of a simple explorer. In two

months he had done as he himself says, 'no hard

work on the claim,' and he 'probably put two days'

work on the ground.' This was the extent of his

possession. He was not an original discoverer, but

he sought to avail himself of the discovery of others.

Relying on what he had done in December, he did

not do what was necessary to effect a valid location

after January i. His possession might have been

such as would have enabled him to bring an action

of trespass as against one who entered without any

color of right, but it was not enough, as we think,

to prevent an entry peaceably and in good faith for

the purpose of securing a right under the Act of

Congress to the exclusive possession of the property.

The defendants having got into possession and per-

fected a relocation, have secured the better right.

When this suit was begun, they had not only posses-

sion, but a right granted by the United States to

continue their possession against all adverse claim-

ants. The possession by Belk was that of a mere in-
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truder, while that of the defendants was accom-

panied by color of title."

Here Belk had made a discovery, marked the ground

and posted notice. His location was, however, prema-

ture, the representation work for the previous year

having been performed, and the original locator still

havi^ng all of December within which to do it. Still

Belk was on the ground at intervals working thereon.

He did not, however, after the first of January, repost

his notices or remark his boundaries, and so the Su-

preme Court held him to be merely an intruder so far

as Meagher was concerned, who had entered peaceably

after January i, and made a complete location.

In this respect the case of Patchen vs. Keeley (Nev.)

,

4 Pac, 34, is in point. That was an action for trespass

upon a mining claim alleged to belong to plaintiff and

at the close of plaintiff's evidence a motion for a non-

suit was granted, one of the grounds being that at the

time of the plaintiff's location it covered another min-

ing claim, and that there was no evidence before the

court that at the date of said location the former claim

was either abandoned or forfeited by its owners, or that

the same was subject to relocation as a part of the pub-

lic domain.

The Supreme Court of Nevada, in discussing this

point, say:

''There was uncontradicted testimony that plain-

tiff located the claim in question on January i, 1883,
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according to the mining laws of the United States,

and the local rules and regulations of the Ely Min-
ing District, and held and worked it in the usual

and customary manner of holding and working sim-

ilar claims in the vicinity thereof. Such holding

and working constitute occupation and adverse pos-

session under the statute. There was no evidence

that any prior location, valid or otherwise, had been

made of the claim in question. The only evidence

upon that point was that plaintiff's claim was lo-

cated upon the old JVashington & Creole claim.

It might have been so called without any valid lo-

cation under the mining laws. And there can be no

relocation unless there has been a prior valid loca-

tion or something equivalent of the same property.

Belk vs. Meagher, 104 U. S., 289. Plaintiff did not

set up title as a relocator, and thus impliedly admit

the validity of the prior location. In his notice of

location he claimed the ground as discoverer and

locator; and he testified that he located the claim

January i, 1883. Testimony to the effect that the

Gold Ledge was located upon the old Washington

& Creole mining claim was not evidence of a prior

valid location or even of an attempted prior loca-

tion under the mining laws."
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II.

THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE THAT THE GROUND WAS NOT

VACANT AND UNAPPROPRIATED PUBLIC DOMAIN WHEN
APPELLANTS ENTERED, IN THAT THERE COULD HAVE

BEEN NO VALID LOCATION THEREON IN THE ABSENCE

OF A DISCOVERY, A PROPER MARKING OR A CERTIFICATE

RECORDED UNDER THE LAWS OF ALASKA. ON THE CON-

TRARY THERE WAS EVIDENCE THAT THERE HAD BEEN

NO DISCOVERY MADE THEREON PRIOR TO APPELLANTS'

ENTRY.

Giving to the presence of any scattered stakes the

fullest value that could be placed upon them, and as-

suming they marked the boundaries of an attempted

location, yet in the absence of a discovery on the ground

they could initiate no rights. This is elementary min-

ing law^.

The mere marking of a location on the ground, and

even the recording of a certificate of location in connec-

tion therewith, in the absence of any discovery of min-

eral on the ground or in its immediate vicinity, could

not act as a bar to the entry of a bona fide locator, for

discovery is the primary source of the miner's title to

any of the mineral lands of the United States.

Snyder on Mines, Sec. 355;

Lindley on Mines, Sec. 335;

Barr. & Adams lyaiv of Mining, p. 214;

Perigo vs. Erwin, 85 Fed., 904-5 ;
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Erivin vs. Perigo, 93 Fed., 609;

Tuolumne Cons. M. Co. vs. Maier, 134 Cal.,

583;

Beals vs. Cone, 27 Colo., 473 ;

Krhardt vs. Boaro, 113 U. S., 527;

Miller vs. Chrisman^ 140 Cal., 44^.

And the evidence offered by appellants relative to

the character of the geological formation of the ground

in controversy on Dome Creek, taken in connection

with the fact that there were no shafts sunk upon the

ground prior to the sinking of Shaft No. i by appellants

thereon, was sufficient until rebutted by defendants to

show that no completion of a valid location had ever

been made by a discovery under the conditions neces-

sary upon Dome Creek. The evidence showed that

the surface of the ground on Dome Creek is covered

with small timber and moss; underlying this moss is a

formation common in the Fairbanks Recording Dis-

trict, known as "muck." This muck consists of de-

cayed vegetable matter, mud and glacial ice, and, as

testified to by Ridenour, on the special portion of Dome
Creek in controversy here, extends for a distance of

sixty-two feet from the surface on one portion of the

ground and fifty feet on the other (Tr., 194, 202-4).

It is a matter of common knowledge that the min-

erals, if any, which may be found on Dome Creek, lie

way below the surface, in the gravels close to the bed-

rock of these old prehistoric channels, and that no dis-
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covery can be made until these auriferous gravels are

reached. Ridenour testified that he had to sink sixty-

two feet through the muck and ten or fifteen feet into

the wash gravels before he made his first discovery on

April 15 (Tr., 194, 238), and in sinking the second

shaft in July, on the lower end of the claim, he went

through fifty feet of muck before he struck the gravels,

which extended for seventy-eight feet above bedrock

and did not make a discovery until within twenty feet

of the bedrock (Tr., 202-4).

It is clear, therefore, that in order to have made a

discovery in this ground appellees must have adopted

the same means and proceeded in the same way to sink

a shaft to bedrock or to the gravels overlying them.

And the evidence showed that there were no shafts on

the ground when Ridenour located it for himself and

his co-locators.

He testified that the only hole that he saw was a

little prospect hole about a foot deep and about three

by six, but he could not consider that a shaft (Tr., 330,

218).

Upon his direct examination he testified positively as

follows

:

"State whether or not, prior to the time when you

put down the shaft, which is designated upon plain-

tiffs' Exhibit I as Shaft No. i, there had ever been a

hole or shaft put down within the boundaries of

the Dome Group Association Claim?

"A. There had not. . . ."(Tr., 205).
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"Q. Were you over the ground prior to that

time?

"A. Yes, sir.

"Q. Did you ever sec anything upon the prop-

erty that indicated to you in any way that there ever

had been a shaft sunk upon the property?

"A. No, sir.

"Q. To your k7io'wledge had there ever been a

shaft sunk upon the property?

"A. No, sir." (Tr., 206-7.)

And on cross-examination he testified as follows:

"Did you go over the surface of the claim within

the boundaries of the Dome Group marked on the

map with the two red figures 5 and 5, or did you

just go round the lines?

"A. I went round the lines, and I think I crossed

through once on the ground inside the lines.

"Q. Did you examine that part of the Dome
Group for the purpose of ascertaining whether or

not any shafts had been sunk thereon?

"A. Just what I could see in passing over the

ground.

"Q. Did you examine it carefully?

"A. I examined it carefully enough to see.

"Q. If there had been any shafts sunk on that

ground prior to the time you staked the Dome
Group claim would you have seen them from the

examination you made of the ground at the time

you staked the group?

"A. Yes, sir.

"Q. You are certain of that?

"A. Yes, sir." (Tr., 296-7.)
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In addition to the foregoing the evidence showed that

when Ridenour and Cook went on the ground to make
the location of the Dome Group on the 24th day of

March, there was no one in the possession of the claim

and no evidences of possession (if they may be deemed

such) other than the scattered stakes and the cabin here-

inbefore referred to, the presence of which could not

act as a bar to the entry of the appellants in the effort

to make a valid location.

An attempted location of a mining claim does not

prevent the claim from being open to subsequent loca-

tion where the person attempting to locate has not then

and never made any discovery of mineral thereon.

Miller vs. Chrisman^ 140 Cal., 444.

"Until the discovery upon unappropriated public lands
of the United States of a mineral bearing lode and the dis-

tinct marking of the boundaries of the claim so that they
can be readily traced, the lode and land sought are open
to location and appropriation by any competent locator."

Erwin vs. Perigo, 93 Fed., 608.

"And where one goes upon mineral lands of the United
States and works thereon without complying with the re-

quirements of any law, either Federal or District, or any
local custom, relying exclusively upon his possession or
work, and a second person peaceably locates a mining
claim covering the same ground, and in all respects com-
plies with the requirements of the law, and the mining
rules and regulations, the second locator is entitled to pos-

session thereof as against the first."

Horsivell vs. Ruiz^ 67 Cal., iii.
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See also,

Gleeson vs. Martin White Mining Co., 13 Nev.,

442.

And as we have before stated, knowledge upon the

part of Ridenour that some one else had made an at-

tempted location of the ground, is immaterial and does

not affect the validity of the location made by him and

his co-locators.

Walsh vs. Henry, 88 Pac, 449.

In the case last cited, the first locator had failed to

comply with the law in reference to making a discovery

cut under the Colorado statute requiring it, although

the ground had been staked and patent notices posted

when the subsequent locator entered.

The lower court instructed the jury that:

"It is admitted by the locator of the Spar claim that

when he entered upon and within the lines of the Iva C.

Lode, he knew that the claim had been surveyed for pat-

ent and the boundaries were marked upon the ground and

the situs of the claim was familiar to him, and he also

knew that the defendant had posted his patent plats and

notices as required by law. Under this state of facts, the

plaintiff must be considered a trespasser unless he shall

prove to you by a fair preponderance of the evidence that

at the time of such entry upon the Iva C. Lode that he

honestly believed the ground so entered to be unoccupied

and unappropriated public domain open to location."
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In holding this instruction erroneous, the Supreme

Court of Colorado said:

^^This is not laiv. If defendant's location urns in-

valid because of the absence of a discovery cut at

the time plaiyitiff made peaceable entry, then the

territory within the boundary of defendant's claim

was at the time open to location under the mining

laws, and plaintiff could lawfully initiate his loca-

tion within the boundaries of the Iva C. Lode, irre-

spective of what his belief was as to the territory

being unoccupied and unappropriated."

A motion for a non-suit after the presentation of

plaintifif's case is in the nature of a demurrer to the evi-

dence and the Court can not pass upon the weight of

the evidence, which must be accepted as true for the

purposes of the motion and construed in the light most

favorable to the plaintiff, and every fact which it tends

to prove must be taken as established.

"Upon an appeal from a judgment dismissing a com-

plaint plaintiff is entitled to the benefit of every fact that

a jury could have found from the evidence given, and to

EVERY LEGITIMATE INFERENCE WARRANTED
BY THE PROOFS."

Walsh vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 93 N. Y.

S-, 445

;

Kennedy vs. White, 86 N. Y. S., 852;

Tuckett vs. Am. S. & H. Laundry Co., 84 Pac,

500;
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Biles vs. Seaboard Air Line Ry. Co., 52 S. E.,

129;

Brittain vs. Westhall, /\rj S. E., 616.

Therefore, taking the testimony of Ridenour in the

respect indicated in connection with the character of

the formation of the ground and the impossibility of

m.aking a discovery until the gravels lying many feet

below the surface of the ground are reached {Charlton

vs. Kelly, 156 Fed., 433), and deducing all reasonable

inferences therefrom to which appellants were entitled,

there can be but one conclusion, and that is that no

proper discovery had been made thereon. In view of

the entire absence of any showing of the other two es-

sentials to a valid location, namely, a proper marking

of the boundaries and the recording of a certificate of

a prior location or locations, the inference is irresistible

that no such location had been made thereof as to with-

draw the ground from the public domain. And this

inference is sufficient until rebutted by the evidence of

the defendants.

"A non-suit should not be granted unless the conclusion

from the facts necessarily follows as a matter of law, that

no recovery could be had under any view which could rea-

sonably be drawn from the facts which the evidence tends

to establish."

Nord vs. Boston & M. Cons. Copper & Silver

M. Co.,7S Pac, 681.

In view of the further rule of law that the burden of
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proof rests upon the defendant in ejectment to estab-

lish the actual fact of a discovery prior to the location

of the plaintiff {Sands vs. Cruikshank, 87 N. W., 589),

it would seem that all that was necessary for the appel-

lants was to make out a title in opening, apparently

good as against the appellees and prima facte it would

be sufficient until rebutted.

Hall vs. Kellogg, 16 Mich., 135;

Raynor vs. Lee, 20 Mich., 384.

This we contend the record shows was done by the

appellants. And where a plaintiff makes out a prima

facie case, it is error to direct a non-suit.

Sheppard vs. Lang, 50 S. E., 371.

For all of which reasons we ask that the judgment

of the lower court be reversed.
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